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INTRODUCTION 
The estimated frequency of genetic diseases in Colombia is between 37.3 and 57.8 cases per               

1000 population, contributing to an important amount of the disease burden as measured by              

Years of Potential Life Lost (an estimate of the years a person loses due to premature death)                 

among the Colombian population. The number of projected patients for 2025 is up to 2,866,000               

(Bernal and Suárez 2008). Approximately 80% of rare diseases (diseases with a low prevalence              

but high mortality and/or disability rate) have a genetic cause (Martinez and Misanza 2018).              

However the time from clinical onset to diagnosis, also known as diagnostic delay, is 4.8 years                

for rare diseases (Evans 2018). According to the European Survey For Rare Diseases, patients              

might have to wait as long as 30 years for a correct diagnosis of a relatively common rare                  

disease (Gainotti et al. 2018).  

The diagnostic process of genetic diseases starts with a clinical evaluation to distinguish an              

acquired versus a genetic etiology. If a genetic cause is clinically suspected, a first-line initial               

genetic test is performed (e.g. single or multiple gene testing). In patients with a clinical               

suspicion of specific microdeletion/microduplication syndromes, chromosomal microarray is the         

first-tier cytogenetic test (Miller et al. 2010). When initial tests do not yield a proper diagnosis, or                 

if a genetic etiology with a broad differential diagnosis is suspected, a whole exome sequencing               

test is further applied (Fogel, Satya-Murti and Cohen 2016) (see Figure 1). However,             

NGS-based technologies (Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) and Whole Exome Sequencing          

(WES)) have shown superior clinical and diagnostic utility than chromosomal microarrays in            

children with suspected genetic disease, supporting the adoption of WGS/WES as a first-line             

genomic test (Clark et al. 2018).  

SIGEN (Servicios Integrales en Genética - Integral Services in Genetics) is a joint initiative              

involving Universidad de los Andes and Fundación Santa Fe de Bogotá to provide NGS-based              

diagnostic technologies for Mendelian Disorders (FSFB 2019) including Whole Exome          

Sequencing (WES). To understand the process of WES data analysis and interpretation, it is              

necessary to understand the process of genomic variant classification. The initial output of a              

standard WES assay is hundreds of thousands of genetic variants, which need to be filtered               

and interpreted to find the variant with the highest likelihood of being causative for the               

investigated disease.  
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Figure 1. The process of genetic diagnosis.  

A genetic variant is defined as a genetic change that creates a specific allele at a particular                 

locus (Eilbeck, Quinlan and Yandell 2018). It can be either a sequence variant or a structural                

variant. Sequence variants are Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs), which are variations           

at a specific nucleotide, or Indels, which are insertions or deletions of one or more base pairs                 

(Eichler 2019). Conversely, a Structural Variant is a change on the copy number (i.e. gain, loss,                

deletion), orientation, or chromosomal location of a specific genomic region (Fuentes et al.             

2019). According to the Ensembl genome database, a total of 665,834,144 sequence variants             

and 6,013,113 structural variants have been reported for the human species (Zerbino et al.              

2018).  

 

Accurate classification of a variant as causative for a given disease requires a bioinformatic              

analysis framework to separate causal and non-causal variants. The guidelines by the            

American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics set the standard framework for variant             

classification (ACMG 2015). The criteria combines evidence from population, functional, and           

segregational data, bioinformatic prediction tools (called computational-predictive data), and         

whether the variant is present or not on any of the patient’s parents (called de novo data). The                  

aggregation of this information allows to classify each variant as Pathogenic, Likely Pathogenic,             

Benign, Likely Benign, or of Uncertain Significance. Each category represents a probability of             

pathogenicity PP. Pathogenic means PP≥99%, Likely Pathogenic PP≥90% and PP<99%,          
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Uncertain Significance 10%<PP<90%, Likely Benign PP>1% and PP≤10% and benign PP≤1%. A            

recent work tries to model this decision procedure as a quantitative Bayesian framework,             

although with minor inconsistencies (Tavtigian et al. 2019).  

 

The first type of evidence on the ACMG framework is population data. It is assumed that                

variants causing a monogenic disease cannot be present with high frequency in the population.              

ACMG sets a general threshold of an allele frequency >5% on a control population as a                

standalone criteria for a benign interpretation of a variant. More specifically, it suggests to adjust               

frequency thresholds based on disease prevalence, penetrance and percentage attribution          

(Nykamp et al. 2017). However, considering that disease prevalence and penetrance are not             

available for most disorders (Kobayashi et al. 2017) , Kobayashi assessed the pathogenic             

variant load gene by gene from the Exome Aggregation Consortium database, a population             

dataset with exome sequencing data from 60706 unrelated individuals (Lek et al. 2016). Based              

on these results, Nykamp et al. (2017) suggests less stringent thresholds which vary according              

to the quality and abundance of data on the variant and the mode of inheritance. The most                 

comprehensive database of genomic population data up to date is GnomAD, which includes the              

entire ExAC database plus data from more than 30 whole genome sequencing contributing             

projects (including 1000 Human Genomes). Altogether, it harbors exome and genome           

sequencing data from 141,456 human samples (Karczewski et al. 2019).  

 

The second key element of the ACMG framework is the “Computational and predictive data”, in               

other words, in silico tools that predict if a given variant might be deleterious. Predictors work                

using mainly 4 possible sources of information: Evolutionary Conservation, Protein          

Structure/Function, Annotation, or Ensemble from multiple sources. Below is a summary of            

some of the most cited predictor tools (Ghosh, Oak and Plon 2017), each one of which is                 

representative of a different predictive approach. 

 

SIFT: First published in 2002, Sorting Intolerant From Tolerant (SIFT) is one of the most cited                

predictive algorithms. It is used to predict the tolerance to missense variants at specific              

positions. The main assumption of this algorithm is that important amino acids are conserved              

among protein families. Thus, changes on these well conserved amino acids are going to be               

predicted as deleterious. The first step is to search for similar sequences using PSI-BLAST with               

a protein database such as Swiss-Prot. Then, sequences with identity >90% are clustered . The               
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most similar sequence on the database is iteratively added to a growing collection of              

sequences, until the median conservation on the conserved regions starts to decrease. Next, a              

multiple alignment from the consensus sequences obtained is extracted and a profile weight             

matrix (PWM) is derived from the alignment. In brief, a PWM is a position-specific scoring matrix                

of dimensions l x 20, being l the length of the alignment, and 20 the total number of amino acids.                    

Each cell in the matrix is the probability that a specific amino acid is at that position in the                   

protein sequence. The probability is normalized on the consensus amino acid. For each             

position, a normalized probability <0.05 for a given amino acid predicts deleteriousness, and             

≥0.95 predicts tolerance (Ng and Henikoff 2001). The most recent version, SIFT4G, is optimized              

for speed and can compute predictions at a speed of 2.6s per protein sequence by two main                 

changes on the algorithm: The first step now uses Smith-Waterman algorithm and a seed              

detection algorithm to find similar sequences. Similarly, the selection of similar sequences is             

simplified by eliminating a previously used clustering step (Vaser et al. 2016). 

 

PolyPhen2: PolyPhen2 is a tool that predicts the structural and functional consequences of an              

amino acid substitution on a human protein product of a missense SNP. It retrieves both               

sequence-based and structural-based features. For Sequence-Based features, it checks the          

UniProtKB/SwissProt database to determine if the amino acid substitution occurs at a            

biochemically significant site. Sequence information is also used to compute the PSIC            

(Position-Specific Independent Counts) score, which calculates how incompatible an amino acid           

substitution is compared with the spectrum of substitutions observed at that specific position for              

the particular family of proteins. Additionally, PolyPhen2 retrieves Structural features from the            

Protein Structure DataBase (PDB), mapping the substitution site to known 3-D protein structures             

from the queried protein or from homologous proteins. Using this data, a Naive-Bayes Classifier              

is trained using supervised machine-learning. Two pairs of datasets (HumDiv and HumVar)            

were used to train and test the prediction models. The Classifier calculates the posterior              

probability that a mutation is damaging and an estimate of the False Positive Rate and True                

Positive Rate. (Adzhuvei et al. 2010) 

 

CADD: This algorithm avoids using variants annotated as pathogenic from databases to prevent             

ascertainment bias. Instead, it compares rare variants present in the human population but             

having a recent evolutionary origin -called “observed variants”-, with randomly simulated de            

novo variants. The first step of this development is the creation of two datasets: one of                
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simulated whole genome de novo variants, and one with variants from sites where the human               

genome differs from the human-chimp ancestral genome (or the human reference carries the             

ancestral allele but the Allele Frequency of the derived allele in 1000 Human Genomes Data is                

greater than 95%). Variants with a frequency greater than 5% on the 1000G Data are excluded                

(Kircher et al. 2014). The next step is to obtain annotations from SNPs and Indels. The most                 

recent version (Rentzsch et al. 2018) uses more than 60 annotations from VEP, UCSC Genome               

Browser, conservation and selection scores, and epigenetic information from ENCODE and NIH            

RoadMap. The data is then used to train a Support Vector Machine Model, which is               

subsequently used to score variants.  

 

REVEL: Ensemble methods, which combine information from multiple predictive tools, have           

shown superior performance compared to independent predictors (Ghosh, Oak and Plon 2017).            

REVEL is an Ensemble method focused on predicting the pathogenicity of rare variants. To              

compute the REVEL scores, a Random Forest is trained with disease variants from the Human               

Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) and putative neutral variants from the Exome Sequencing            

Project, the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Study and the 1000 Genomes Project            

(putative neutral means that variants which are not categorized as disease variants in HGMD              

are assumed to be neutral). Variants that have been used to train the scores that feed REVEL                 

are excluded. Additionally, the authors set up two different test sets. One with disease variants               

from SwissProt and putative neutral variants from ESV which had not been used on the initial                

evaluation, and the other one with pathogenic, likely pathogenic, likely benign and benign             

variants from ClinVar (Ioannidis et al. 2016). 

 

Considering that in silico predictors are a criteria for clinical variant classification as per the               

ACMG guidelines, an accurate prediction is essential to avoid misdiagnosis, delay of            

appropriate treatment, or unnecessary and potentially harmful medical treatment. Current          

algorithms still have important limitations that hamper a precise diagnosis. There is poor             

concordance among algorithms for variants classified as benign by clinical laboratories, and            

several algorithms have a tendency to incorrectly classify benign variants (Ghosh, Oak and Plon              

2017).  

 

Regarding the other elements on the ACMG classification network, functional studies           

information relies on retrieving up to date literature regarding the variant of interest. The other               
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criteria (segregational, and de novo data) depend on the clinical inheritance pattern observed on              

each particular patient and their family, which is not always available. Another key element,              

which is not explicit on the ACMG guidelines but is widely used on the variant filtering process,                 

is the prioritization of variants from genes related to a specific disease. Several methods have               

been proposed to select the genes related to a mendelian disease.  

 
Despite the advancement of HTS interpretation tools, for about 1/3rd of the single gene              

disorders and traits, the causing gene is unknown. Moreover, the complexity of variant             

interpretation and classification means that a great number of variants are classified as Variants              

of Uncertain Significance (VUS), with a greater proportion of these inconclusive variants on             

patients from “underrepresented minorities” compared to Caucasians (Walsh et al. 2019), which            

is the case of the Colombian population.  

 

I hypothesized that our variant classification process can be improved using a machine-learning             

approach tailored at helping to prioritize with high specificity which VUS are suitable candidates              

for functional studies. As demonstrated by the experiments presented in this work, current             

predictive scores over-estimate pathogenicity (lack specificity). Also, they are designed to           

estimate “pathogenicity” or “deleteriousness” for variants in general, and hence they do not             

predict a classification label for VUS.  

 

Accordingly, our main objective was to provide an accurate and efficient variant classification             

framework to leverage the SIGEN WES/WGS diagnostic services and improve the currently            

used variant pathogenicity prediction methods. To achieve this, the following specific objectives            

were proposed: 

● Analyze Whole Exome Sequencing Data from SIGEN implementing a variant detection,           

genotyping and interpretation pipeline that relies on Open Source tools, and compare            

with currently used methods.  

● Create a database of variants from SIGEN including allele frequencies and phenotype            

information to achieve continuous learning and improvement of the diagnostic process.  

● Develop a Machine Learning Model that helps to resolve the high proportion of variants              

categorized as VUS in our patient population, by prioritizing candidate VUS for functional             

studies.  
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METHODOLOGICAL DESIGN 
Pipeline for SIGEN WES data analysis  

WES data from each patient is currently obtained and processed independently by the SIGEN              

sequencing provider. Data is collected by SIGEN after written consent by patients or their              

parents/legal guardians. All data is anonymized before processing. Sample collection, DNA           

extraction, exome capture, and exome DNA sequencing is carried out independently by SIGEN             

and its service providers. We process the raw data from the Sequencing process in FASTQ               

format to extract the diagnostic variants and compare with the SIGEN report using the following               

pipeline (see Figure 2). Before analysis, compressed FASTQ files for each sample are             

downloaded from the sequencing provider to the local HPC Server. Files are merged first to               

process two files per individual (one file for each of the paired-reads mates). After checking the                

quality of the FASTQ files, they are mapped to the most recent version of the human reference                 

genome (GRCh38) using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg 2013) and PICARD for sorting.            

Quality and coverage statistics of the mapped reads are generated automatically with NGSEP.             

Variants are discovered and genotyped using the NGSEP3 Variant Caller (Tello et al. 2019),              

ignoring a number of initial or final bases specified according to the quality-per-base statistics.              

The output of this process is a file with variants discovered and genotyped in VCF format. As an                  

initial interpretation step, the functional consequences of each variant are annotated running the             

Annotate command of NGSEP and using the UCSD file with gene annotations  in GFF format. 

 

  

Figure 2. Pipeline for WES data processing 
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Concurrently, clinical phenotyping data is obtained from the anonymized report generated for            

each patient. Using the Phenomizer tool (Kohler et al. 2009), this phenotype is translated into               

Human Phenotype Ontology keywords. The same tool outputs a TSV file with the most likely               

OMIM diagnoses from the input phenotype, as well as the associated genes for each diagnosis.               

A custom script is then used to extract a list of genes that are a priori related to the patient                    

clinical data, and filter the annotated VCF file to include only the listed genes. A first filtering                 

step is done using NGSEP, to keep only coding variants. The resultant VCF file is then filtered                 

using the EBI-Ensembl Variant Effect Predictor (McLaren et al. 2016). The filtering criteria are              

described in Table A0 in the Appendix. The resultant variants are classified with the ACMG               

criteria using InterVar (Li and Wang 2017). The resulting annotated variants are compared with              

the SIGEN provided report. 
 
Variants Database design and implementation 

To achieve the goal of building a database of variants for SIGEN, a classical relational database                

was designed using MySQL Workbench. The database keeps variant genomic and clinical            

information, associated phenotype keywords, associated diagnosis, and clinical interpretation.         

The database was created using standard SQL commands and a local MySQL engine was              

installed for testing. A web interface for this database was generated using the Flask application               

framework of python. Using HTML and Flask, specific screens were implemented for batch             

loading of novel variants to facilitate the continuous update of the database. 

 

Machine Learning VUS Classifier 

To develop a classifier that is able to guide the decision-making regarding the VUS and               

prioritize those with a higher likelihood of being pathogenic for validation through functional             

studies, we followed a learning from data approach based on data recollection, exploration and              

preparation of data, estimation of models, and model evaluation.  

 

On the data recollection phase, a total of 52464 variants classified in any of the 4 ACMG                 

categories different to uncertain significance (benign, likely benign, likely pathogenic,          

pathogenic) on ClinVar (a freely available public database of human genetic variants and the              

interpretation of their clinical significance [Landrum et al. 2018]). Variants with less than two              

quality stars (i.e. assertion criteria, multiple submitters, and no conflicts) were rejected. To             

address the problem as a binary classification task, Bening and Likely Benign variants were              
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merged into a unique Benign label, and Pathogenic and Likely Pathogenic variants were             

merged into a unique Pathogenic label. Additionally, we retrieved 36 bed files from the UniProt               

(Uniprot 2017) FTP site with functional and structural information for missense variants (active             

site, binding site, calcium binding site, carbohydrate chain, chain, coiled region, crosslinking,            

disulfide bond site, dna binding site, domain, helix, initial methionine, intramembrane domain,            

lipid interaction site, metal interaction site, modified residue, motif site, mutagenic site, non             

standard residue, np binding site, peptide, propeptide, region, repeat, signal, topological           

domain, transit, transmembrane, turn, zinc finger). With custom Python scripts (see           

Supplementary material), these attributes were assigned as features of the 52464 variants            

based on their genomic location.  

 

However, a preprocessing feature analysis using WEKA (an open source software for data             

analysis and project modeling [Frank, Hall, and Witten 2016]), revealed that these features were              

unsuitable to train the machine learning model as all variants had a majority of absent values.                

Consequently, they were not further used as attributes for our models. To assess possible              

additional attributes, we retrieved 24 variant features (detailed in Table A2 on the appendix),              

including splice site predictors, conservation scores, deleteriousness/pathogenicity scores,        

allele frequency, and consequence type, from the Ensembl Variant Effect Predictor (McLaren et             

al. 2016; Zerbino et al. 2018) ). An exploration of these attributes was performed with the                

Pandas library on Python3 to analyse the distribution of values, data types, absent values, and               

correlation between features. Absent values were imputed to 0 or -1 depending on the value               

range of each feature, and highly correlated features were depurated. Additionally, features with             

values coming from Machine Learning models were discarded to avoid noise on our model              

estimation phase. Categorical features (Consequence type, and Clinical Significance) were          

codified to dummy binary variables. Clinical Significance was codified using 1 for pathogenic,             

and 0 for benign. To correct for class unbalance (33862 benign vs. 18466 pathogenic variants)               

we randomly undersampled 18466 benign variants.  

 

The resulting dataset was split on a training and a test set with a 80:20 ratio. Using the SciKit                   

Learn library for Python 3, we trained models based on Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, Random               

Forest, and Support Vector Machine with a RBF kernel. The following hyperparameters were             

tuned using a grid search with cross-validation approach: 

● Decision Tree: Maximum depth,  and selection criteria. 
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● Random Forest: Maximum depth, selection criteria, and number of estimators. 

● Support Vector Machine: C value, gamma value. 

 

Additionally, a five-layer Perceptron was trained with a batch size of 50 and 25 epochs on                

Keras with a TensorFlow backend. A ReLu was chosen as an activation function for the hidden                

layers and a Sigmoid as a function for the output layer. To evaluate model performance, we                

generated confusion matrices and the area under the ROC curves of the models was compared               

against commonly used prediction tools, merging the categories benign and likely benign on a              

unique benign category, and pathogenic and likely-pathogenic on a unique pathogenic category.  

 

RESULTS 
 

Variant detection, genotyping, and interpretation pipeline for Whole Exome Sequencing          

Data  

 

We applied a bioinformatics pipeline for variant detection, genotyping, and interpretation on data             

from 49 samples of patients with suspected genetic diseases from the SIGEN diagnostic             

services and their relatives, plus 11 additional patients from the Genetic Heterogeneity on             

Autism Spectrum Disorder Study (GHASD) for a total of 60 samples. The High Performance              

Computing cluster at Universidad de los Andes was used for the alignment to the reference               

genome, variant detection and genotyping, and variant annotation processes.  

 

For the alignment process, FASTQ files were mapped to the most recent version of the Human                

Reference Genome (GRCh38) using BOWTIE 2 and sorted with PICARD after checking for the              

quality of the input files. As seen on Figure 3a, an exploration of the resulting BAM files on the                   

IGV Browser shows the expected pattern for Whole Exome Sequencing reads, with coverage             

peaks around exons, and scant or absent coverage on non-coding and intronic areas for both               

the SIGEN and the GHASD samples. Additionally, alignment statistics show an average total             

alignment rate of 97.82% for the SIGEN samples, and 98.27% for the GHASD samples.              

However, there is a higher proportion of non concordant alignment on some samples as seen               

on Figure 3b. For all samples, the error rate by read position is less than 2% across most of the                    

read length (Figure 3c). Accordingly, the last 30 positions of reads were ignored on the variant                

detection process.  
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b. c.  

Figure 3. The quality of the alignment process. a) Shows the IGV visualization of a selected                

fragment on chromosome 1 of patient P1. A similar pattern is observed along the mapped reads                

for all the samples analyzed. (b) Percentage of Reads aligned concordantly zero, one, or more               

than one time for each patient.  

 

The variant detection, genotyping, and annotation process on NGSEP4 provides a total of             

793,861 SNPs and 41,851 INDELS over the whole dataset. Of these, 80.11% are present on               

the 1000 Human Genomes Project Dataset. After filtering for common variants, we obtain             

134,000 SNPs (2,734 average per sample) and 6,384 INDELS (130 average per sample) for              

the SIGEN dataset, and 21,871 SNPs (1,988 average per sample) and 3,855 INDELs (350              

average per sample) for the GHASD dataset. Among the 67,433 SNPs which are coding for the                

whole dataset, 17.6% are synonymous, 34.6% are missense, and 9.4% are splice region             

variants. Figure 4a shows how, as expected after filtering common variants on the whole set of                

coding SNVs, the proportion of synonymous variants decreases while the proportion of protein             
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altering variants (missense, splice, and stop gain) increases. The greater proportion of            

synonymous variants is a consequence of their lack of effect on protein structure and function.               

Variants which are not included on the 1000 Human Genomes have lower allelic frequencies              

overall as seen on Figure 4c, although there are some SNPs outside the 1000 Human               

Genomes dataset with Minor Allele Frequencies close to 0.5. Additionally, to check whether             

detected variants were consistent with the familial relationships on the samples, we built a              

population tree that adequately shows four trios and seven pairs included on the SIGEN patient               

samples (see Figure 4b).  

 

 

b. c.  
 
Figure 4. a. Change on the number of variants per consequence type (synonymous, missense,              

stop gain, splice) on the whole set of coding SNVs before and after filtering common variants                

included on the 1000 Human Genomes dataset. b. Tree that correctly groups the pairs and the                

trios on the SIGEN samples dataset. c. Distribution of Minor Allele Frequencies for SNPs on the                

1K Human Genomes dataset and SNPs not on the 1K Human Genomes dataset.  

 

Interpretation of SIGEN variants 
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First, we checked if variants detected by the SIGEN service provider were detected by our               

variant detection and genotyping pipeline. From the 49 SIGEN samples, 36 belong to patients              

with suspected genetic diseases, and 13 to parents or siblings of 11 patients who had trio or                 

pair analysis. Clinical reports from the 36 patients were provided by SIGEN, showing 59              

disease-related variants among 26 patients, and 10 remaining patients with a negative report.             

Our variant detection and genotyping pipeline detected 56 (94.9%) of these 59 variants. An              

analysis of the three undetected variants (see Figure A1 on the appendix) shows that one is a                 

splice donor variant on Patient 30, located on a region of the VWF gene which is shared by a                   

Pseudogene. Another variant is a missense variant on the RTEL1 gene of patient 21, which is                

only represented by 17 reads, not complying with the standard minimum depth of coverage              

threshold for variant calling. Finally, there is an INDEL variant on the PNKP gene of patient 20.  

 

In the SIGEN Clinical Report, 43 (72.88%) variants are classified as VUS, 14 (23.73%) as Likely                

Pathogenic , and 2 (3.39%) as Pathogenic. After classifying on InterVar, we obtain 55 (93.22%)               

VUS, 3 (5.08%) Likely Benign, and 1 (1.69%) Pathogenic variants (see figure 6). We manually               

analyzed variants with a discordant interpretation and clustered them on two groups. The first              

group are 5 variants with annotations of clinical significance on databases that we have not               

reviewed (v.g. HGMD, which is not openly accessible). The second group are variants which the               

SIGEN provider assumes to be pathogenic or probably pathogenic due to their protein             

truncating effect, while ACMG requires additional sources of experimental evidence to ascertain            

such interpretation.  

 

Interpretation of GHASD variants 

We further filtered the remaining 25,726 variants on the GHASD dataset with a list of 180 genes                 

related to Autism Spectrum Disorder previously developed by the GHASD team, finding 93             

variants distributed as: 21 frameshift, 1 inframe insertion, 30 missense, 5 splice region, 2 stop               

gained, and 31 synonymous variants. After selecting variants with known clinical associations            

using InterVar and Clinvar, we obtain 16 variants: 1 likely pathogenic missense variant on the               

SMC1A gene, 1 likely benign, 1 benign, and 13 Variants of Uncertain Significance (see figure               

5). 
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Figure 5. Percentage of variants of each clinical significance for the SIGEN dataset as reported                

on the Clinical Report and our InterVar analysis, and for the GHASD dataset. In all cases VUS                 

are a majority.  

 

Finally, using the machine learning model described below, we predicted the classification of             

VUS on both the SIGEN dataset (as labeled on the Clinical Report) and the GHASD dataset                

(Table 1). All the variants analyzed are missense type and yielded a Benign classification.  

 

Table 1. Interpretation of the VUS classified variants with our VUS prioritization model 

Patient Clinical condition Variant Gene 
VUS priorization 

Model 

1 Giant cells tumor and anemia Chr21:g.34834521G>A c.694C>T; p.Arg232Trp RUNX1 Benign 

2 Myopathy 
Chr19:g.46756661G>C c.1211G>C; 
p.(Arg404Pro) FKRP Benign 

Chr2:g.50538274G>T c.2242C>A; p.Leu748Ile NRXN1 Benign 
10 Epileptic encephalopathy ChrX:g.147928801G>A c.413G>A FMR1 Benign 
31 Epilepsy Chr2:g166281786T.>C c.1964A>G; p.Lys655Arg SCN9A Benign 

32 Growth delay Chr4:g.78511299G>A c.9806G>A; p.Arg3269Gln FRAS1 Benign 

33 Growth delay and dysphagia 

Chr16:g.88837689A>C c.499T>G; p.Phe167Val GALNS Benign 

Chr4:g.169585374C>T c.782G>A; p.Arg261His NEK1 Benign 
Chr11:g.103176353G>C c.5793G>C; 
p.Leu1931Phe DYNC2H1 Benign 

39 Pulmonary fibrosis Chr5:g.1264425T>C c.2822A>G; p.Glu941Gly TERT Benign 

14 
Necrotizing enterocolitis, cryptorchydia, kidney 

malformation Chr10:g.49646642G>Ac.1249G>A; p.Gly417Ar CHAT Benign 
15 Axonal polyneuropathy Chr19:g.15161096G>Ac.6532C>T; p.Pro2178Se NOTCH3 Benign 

17 Newborn colesthatic hepatitis Chr16:g.85918417C>Tc.602C>T; p.Ala201Val IRF8 Benign 

Chr17:g.75830086G>Ac.2896C>T; p.Arg966Trp UNC13D Benign 
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19 Diamond Blackfan anemia 

Chr4:g.5615475C>Tc.2776G>A; p.Glu926Lys EVC2 Benign 

Chr19:g.41869041G>Ac.183G>A; p.Ala61= RPS19 Benign 

Chr5:g.172422500C>Tc.76-4G>A; p.? SH3PXD2B Benign 

Chr6:g.152465416C>Tc.1795G>A; p.Ala599Thr SYNE1 Benign 

Chr14:g.64052277G>Ac.8364G>A; p.Glu2788= SYNE2 Benign 

20 Seizures, developmental delay 

Chr11:g.118590342G>Ac.820G>A; p.Val274Ile ARCN1 Benign 

chr19_1241875:C>Tc.25C>T; p.Arg9Cys ATP5F1D Benign 

Chr15:g.65021573G>Tc.586C>A; p.Pro196Thr MTFMT Benign 

Chr7:g.103310467A>Gc.1146A>G; p.Gln382= PMPCB Benign 

Chr1:g.109229411C>Tc.289-3C>T; p.? SARS Benign 

Chr3:g.47121830G>Cc.2806C>G; p.Leu936Va SETD2 Benign 

Chr21:g.32639773G>Ac.3712C>T; p.Pro1238Ser SYNJ1 Benign 

21 
Dysmorphic syndrome with cardiomyopathy, 

polydactilia, microcephaly developmental delay 
Chr20:g.63661291C>Tc.103-7C>T; p. RTEL1 Benign 

Chr20:g.63685825C>Tc.1373C>T;p.Thr458Met RTEL1 Benign 

23 Right kidney agenesia 
Chr2:g.189009143A>Gc.3745A>G; p.Ile1249Val COL3A1 Benign 

Chr2:g.189003048G>Ac.2539G>A; p.Gly847Se COL3A1 Benign 

Chr2:g.237334809C>Tc.9046G>A;p.Gly3016Se COL6A3 Benign 

24 Antiphospholipid syndrome 
Chr15:g.100569572C>Tc.1940G>A; 
p.(Ser647Asn) LINS1 Benign 

Chr10:g.122462131C>Gc.472+7C>G; p.? HTRA1 Benign 

25 
Hypereosinophilia, suspected myeloproliferative 

neoplasia Chr1:g.183560222T>Cc.1342A>G; p.(Asn448Asp NCF2 Benign 

26 
Developmental delay, seizures, hypoacusia, 

coloboma 
Chr11:g.77174769A>Gc.1949A>G; p.His650Ar MYO7A Benign 

Chr12:g.49046089G>Cc.4669C>G; p.Gln1557Glu KMT2D Benign 

28 Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, juvenile anchylosant 
spondylitis 

Chr2:g.237334739G>Ac.9116C>T; p.Thr3039Met COL6A3 Benign 

Chr2:g.70229313G>Cc.228C>G; p.Val76= TIA1 Benign 
Chr2:g.178667477G>Cc.35678C>G; 
p.Thr11893Se TTN Benign 

29 Growth delay and microcephaly 

Chr7:g.70790992G>Ac.3776G>A; p.Arg1259Gln AUTS2 Benign 

Chr3:g.49840376A>Gc.706-3T>C; p.? TRAIP Benign 

Chr13:g.24909957G>Ac.698C>T; p.Pro233Leu CENPJ Benign 

Chr14:g.50757671G>Ac.3359C>T; p.Ala1120Val NIN Benign 

A 

Autism Spectrum Disorder 

Chr1:g.1244015C>Tc.344G>A C1QTND12 Benign 

A Chr1:1927671C>A.c3745G>T CFAP74 Benign 

A Chr1:12304599G>A.c6477G>A VPS13D Benign 

A Chr12:2680395C>Ac.7492C>A CACNA1C Benign 

A Chr15:59076086G>Ac.2319G>A RNF11 Benign 

A Chr17:75503063C>Tc.2552G>A CASKIN2 Benign 

A Chr19:15170818C>Tc.4834G>A NOTCH3 Benign 

A Chr2:86605372C>Tc.532G>A RNF103 Benign 

A Chr5:34808605C>Gc.638C>G RAI14 Benign 

A Chr7:100688067G>Tc.1289C>A GIGYF1 Benign 

A Chr7:103561939C>Tc.5385G>A RELN Benign 

A ChrX:53987139G>Ac.2132C>T PHF8 Benign 
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Database of disease-related genetic variants from SIGEN  
We built a web-based system to organize the information of variants classified as pathogenic in               

the genetic diagnosis process implemented by SIGEN. Figure 6 shows the relational model             

designed to build the database, including the information from patients, variants, symptoms and             

diseases. Following this model, and using standard SQL language on a local MySQL engine,              

we created a relational database with Gene, Transcript, Variant, Patient, Symptom, and Disease             

tables, and additional Variant-Transcript, Variant-Disease, Genotype (Variant-Patient),       

Disease-Patient, and Symptom-Patient relational tables. To populate the Gene and Transcript           

tables, we downloaded a list of all the coding genes on the most recent version of the human                  

genome (GRCh38) from the Ensembl Biomart site. A python script was programmed to filter the               

resulting file to include exclusively OMIM (a catalog of human genes related with genetic              

disorders and traits) listed genes, and save them on a MySQL-readable TSV file (see              

Supplementary Material). Although there are 7,779 “genes” registered on OMIM, 3,288 of these             

are “genomic elements” (i.e. loci with clinical importance which are not protein-coding genes).             

Hence, a total of 4491 genes and 44723 transcripts populated the Gene and Transcript tables,               

respectively. To populate the Disease and Symptom tables we downloaded raw OBO (Open             

Biomedical Ontologies) format files from the Disease Ontology and the Human Phenotype            

Ontology websites, and programmed an OBO file reader on Python (see Supplementary            

material) to translate the OBO format into MySQL-readable TSV files. The database includes             

12,293 disease and 14,832 symptom entries. Variant, Patient, and Genotype tables are            

continuously updated with data coming from the SIGEN project.  
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Figure 6. SQL model for the SIGEN database. 

 

To develop a web interface for this database, we created a Flask project in python which allows                 

the user to access and query the SQL database from a standard web browser. Eleven HTML                

templates were designed to allow for the creation of new patients, variants, and genotypes, as               

well as to search for patients, variants, and diseases/symptoms. The Patient search function             

requires the SIGEN ID, while Variant search can be done with rsID, Clinvar ID, or by Genomic                 
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position. Variants for a specific patient or gene can be queried as well. Diseases and symptoms                

can be queried by name, Disease Ontology ID, or Human Phenotype Ontology ID. Creation of               

new Patients, Variants, or Genotypes requires fields to be manually filled. An example of the               

web interface screens can be seen on Figure 7.  

 

a. 

 
b. 
 

 
c. 
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d. 
 
Figure 7. Example of the index (a), variant search (b), variant creation (c), and variant               

information (d) screens. 

 

A Machine Learning Model to prioritize variants categorized as VUS for functional studies 

 

As demonstrated by the analysis of the SIGEN patient samples, most variant interpretation             

pipelines classify an important amount of variants as “Variants of Uncertain Significance” (VUS).             

This is very problematic for real diagnosis because it is not clear if and how these variants                 

should be reported to patients. Considering this situation, we decided to explore different             

machine learning approaches to try to develop a model able to improve classification of these               

VUS. 

 

The distribution of values of the retrieved features, many of which are currently used as               

deleteriousness/pathogenicity prediction scores, were plotted for Benign and Pathogenic         

variants, as well as for Variants of Uncertain Significance. Figure 12 shows the distribution of               

values for three of the most commonly used tools, namely SIFT, PolyPhen and Revel.              

Considering that the SIFT score assigns a 0 value to deleterious variants, in contrast with the                

typical score value of 1 for deleterious/pathogenic variants, its histogram was plotted using the              

1-SIFT value to allow for easier comparison with the other tools. As seen on Figure 8, 1-SIFT                 

scores have a great proportion of values ≈ 1 for Benign variants, suggesting an overestimation               

of deleteriousness. PolyPhen scores have values ≈ 1 for benign, and values ≈ 0 for pathogenic                

variants as well. However, for VUS variants SIFT and PolyPhen have pronounced distributions             

with peaks on the extreme values, while the Revel scores have a less markedly bimodal               
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distribution. An ideal prediction score for VUS variants would classify them on two clear clusters               

(in a similar way to PolyPhen) while avoiding classification errors.  

 

 

Figure 8. Distribution of values of 1-SIFT, PolyPhen, and Revel scores for Benign AND              

Pathogenic variants, and variants of Uncertain Significance. For the Variants of Uncertain            

Significance, the thresholds for each of the ACMG categories are displayed.  

 

As expected, the Pearson correlation analysis (see Figure 9) shows high correlation between             

similar tools. For instance, we see high correlation between both the splice-variant (ada and rf)               

scores; many of the conservation scores such as the Fitness Consequences scores (h1-HESC,             

HUVEC, and integrated), CADD, DANN, and LRT; and many of the machine learning based              

ensemble scores such as M-CAP, MetaLR, Mutation Assessor, and Revel (remarkably, the            

MetaSVM score does not have correlation values as high as other of the tools in its group). In                  

addition to discarding tools with highly correlated values we decided to avoid using Machine              

Learning Ensemble scores to avoid noise on the training of the models. The attributes chosen to                
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train the models were: ada score, Allele Frequency (1000 Human Genomes Global Dataset),             

Blosum62, CADD phred score, codon degeneracy score, Eigen phred score, GERP, integrated            

Fit Conservation Score, Loss of Function Tool, 100 vertebrates Basewise Conservation by            

PhyloP, Sift score. 

 

  

Figure 9. Pearson correlation analysis for the 23 numerical features. 

 

Confusion matrices showing the classification of variants on the testing set for each of the               

resulting models can be seen on Figure 10. The positive (1) label is the Pathogenic class, and                 

the negative (0) label is the Benign class. The model based on Naïve Bayes has the highest                 

true negative rate (TNR) among the trained models, but the highest false negative rate (FNR) as                

well, reflecting a low recall compared with the remaining models which have higher True              

Positive Rates (TPRs) and slightly lower TNRs. Overall, the model based on a Random Forest               

has the highest TNR, while the model resulting from the MLP has the highest TPR.  
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Figure 10. Performance metrics for the five models trained. 

 

 

Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) graphs are two-dimensional graphs where the True           

Positive Rate is plotted on the Y axis, and the False Positive Rate is plotted on the X axis                   

(Fawcett 2006). A curve is crated by varying the discrimination threshold and plotting the              

resulting TPR and FPR. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is a common method to compare                 

the performance of binary classifiers. A random classifier would have an AUC of 0.5, while a                

perfect classifier would have an AUC of 1. Optimal classifiers have an AUC as closest to 1 as                  

possible, which is coupled with a curve closer to the Y axis and the Y=1 limit. In our analysis,                   

the Random Forest (RF) and the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) based classifiers obtained the             

highest Area Under the ROC curve (Figure 11). The performance measured by the ROC for               

other commonly used scores was calculated using SciKit Learn and plotted as well. It is worth                

noting that most of these tools only compute scores for missense or splice variants, resulting in                

a low performance on the whole dataset. To get a fairer representation of the performance of                
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the trained models against the benchmarked tools, the ROCs for the same models were plotted               

only for the subset of missense variants. The AUCs of the RF, MLP, and the SVM models                 

(0.97, 0.96, and 0.95, respectively) keep their superiority on this set of variants, while the               

REVEL score (AUC = 0.94) outperformed our Naive Bayes and Decision Tree. The commonly              

used SIFT and PolyPhen had lower AUCs than most of the analyzed tools (0.72 and 0.79,                

respectively).  

 

 

a.   
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b.  

 

Figure 11. ROC curves for the models trained and commonly used predictive tools for the whole                

set of variants (a), and the subset of missense variants (b). Our models are shown with thick                 

lines. 

 

To further investigate the model performance on different variant consequence types, we plotted             

the ROC curves for the same models predicting exclusively specific consequence types (Figure             

15). Splice variants obtained very high areas under the curve on all the trained models, with the                 

best performance for the RF and the MLP based models. Other consequence types yielded              

lower AUCs. For inframe INDEL, Upstream/Downstream Gene, Intronic, and Frameshift/Stop          

variants, the RF based models yielded the highest AUCs with values of 0.77, 0.80, 0.88, and                

0.96, respectively. For synonymous variants, the SMV based model obtained the best AUC             

(0.67). The Decision Tree based model has a random performance (AUC of 0.5) on INDEL               

variants, while the Naïve Bayes based model has a random performance on for Frameshift/Stop              

variants. Excluding Splice variants, performance of these consequence types is lower than for             

missense variants. 
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Figure 15. ROC curves for the models trained and commonly used predictive tools for subsets               

of different variant consequence types. 
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A feature importance analysis of the RF model shows that the three most important features are                

Consequence Synonymous Variant (1.411033e-01), Consequence Frameshift Variant       

(1.718506e-01), and Allele Frequency (1.821739e-01). The profiling analysis showed that          

virtually all synonymous variants are labelled as Benign, while virtually all Frameshift variants             

are labelled as Pathogenic, implying that the models assign the benign label to all synonymous,               

and the pathogenic label to all frameshift variants. To understand how the Allele Frequency              

values behave among benign and pathogenic variants, its distribution was plotted on figure 16.  

 

 

Figure 16. Distribution of Minor Allele Frequencies (on 1000 humans genomes project - global              

dataset) for benign and pathogenic variants. 

 

The total counts for pathogenic variants are low for the number of variants on the dataset                

(18469), denoting that, as expected for their damaging potential, most pathogenic variants are             

absent from the 1000 Human Genomes dataset. Considering the low counts of pathogenic             

variants with assigned Allele Frequencies, we re-trained the models without including Allele            

Frequencies as attributes expecting scant change on their performance. Removing the AF,            

however,  decreases the area under the ROC curves as seen on Figure 17.  
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Figure 17. Effect of removing the Allele Frequency as a feature on model performance.  

 

DISCUSSION 
The interpretation of genomic variation data in clinical settings has been one of the biggest               

challenges after next generation sequencing techniques became available. Given the relevance           

of this process for current diagnosis of genetic diseases, methods for variant interpretation is              

one of the most important topics in current bioinformatics. Throughout the present study, we              

have shown that the process of variant detection and interpretation can be implemented using              

open source tools. Additionally, we have unveiled areas with room for improvement on variant              

interpretation methods, while contributing to advance towards a more precise interpretation of            

variants by developing a database of variants in our population and a model for enhanced               

prioritization of VUS. To develop this model to improve the accuracy of VUS classification, we               

combined different machine learning techniques and scores from widely used tools and            

assessed the effectiveness of this approach analyzing data from real data on current patients of               

SIGEN. 

  

Our process of variant detection, genotyping, and clinical interpretation was performed using            

publicly available software, databases, and tools. The accuracy of variant detection and            
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genotyping can be benchmarked using well known human datasets such as the “Platinum”             

catalog of 5.4 million variants from a three-generations pedigree of 17 individuals (Eberle et al.               

207), the “Genome in a bottle” from the NA12878 individual (Zook et al. 2014), or the                

Synthetic-diploid benchmark derived from two human cell lines (Li et al. 2018). In fact, the               

performance of NGSEP for variant detection and genotyping has been benchmarked on well             

known human variants datasets showing competitive accuracy and efficiency (Tello et al. 2019).             

However, to the best of our knowledge after a thorough search of relevant literature and               

datasets, there are not publicly available Whole Exome Sequencing benchmarking datasets           

which allow for standardized testing of Variant Interpretation from WES data. Moreover, clinical             

interpretation of variants involves considering continually evolving sources of information, and           

input from the clinical expert is required on the process to decide which variants are relevant for                 

the disease patient (Perez 2019). By comparing the SIGEN clinical reports (currently provided             

by a third party company) and our open source pipeline we showed that variants reported on the                 

clinical report where detected and genotyped by our analysis, but validating whether the             

clinical classification of those variants is accurate would require a standardized benchmarking            

dataset which yields precise performance metrics.  

 

Additionally, we demonstrated that access to non publicly available databases leads to a             

change on the assigned interpretation. For about half of the variants in which our interpretation               

does not match the interpretation on the current SIGEN report, variant labelling is based on the                

classification given by paywalled databases like HGMD. The lack of a standardized gold             

standard difficulties to ascertain whether these changes on interpretation increase diagnostic           

accuracy. Moreover, currently available human variant frequencies datasets and clinically          

associated variant databases represent variants found mainly on caucasian populations. To           

help to overcome this difficulty we developed the SIGEN database of variants, which will              

increase the performance of variant interpretation in our population by providing a repository of              

known clinically relevant variants and their interpretation. We project that, as it grows, this              

database will leverage locally-based quantitative approaches for variant interpretation, which          

have shown increased diagnostic precision (Welsh et al. 2019). Additionally, SIGEN is leading a              

project to sequence the genome of thousands of Colombian people to gather a public repository               

of genomic resources for our population. This will enhance our diagnostic process by             

incorporating more accurate local Allele Frequencies and a finer description of our population             

structure.  
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As expected from the relevant literature, there is a high proportion of VUS in our dataset. To                 

help resolve this high proportion of VUS in our patient population, five machine learning models               

were trained with the goal of improving the predicted classification of VUS to prioritize for               

functional studies. For the set of VUS variants retrieved from Clinvar, our models have shown               

superior performance measured by the area under the ROC curves against commonly used             

tools such as CADD, Revel, Sift and PolyPhen. The model based on a Random Forest, which                

yielded the highest accuracy on the AUC, was used to predict the pathogenicity of the VUS in                 

our SIGEN and GHASD datasets. Variants predicted to be pathogenic will be further validated              

with functional studies. Unsurprisingly, the best metrics were obtained for missense variants,            

reflecting that most research on variant detection, genotyping, and interpretation is done on this              

kind of variant. We see an opportunity to further refine variant detection and interpretation of               

other variant types like intronic SNPs and non frameshift INDELS variants, which show a lower                

performance. Although intronic and intergenic variants are usually discarded on WES analysis,            

they are regaining importance as the adoption of Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) advances.             

Similarly, the wider use of WGS will compel the development of better methods to detect and                

interpret Structural Variants (Eichler 2019). 
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APPENDIX.  

Table A0. Criteria used on the Variant Effect Predictor filtering step     

CRITERIA SELECTED OPTION 

1000 Genomes global minor allele frequency: Enabled 

APPR: Enabled 

Buffer size: 5000 

CADD(p): Enabled 

Condel(p): Enabled 

Condel Score/prediction(p): Prediction only 

dbNSFP(p): Enabled 

dbNSFP Fields to include(p): MetaSVM_pred, REVEL_score 

dbscSNV(p): Enabled 

Exon and intron numbers: Enabled 

Filter by frequency: Exclude variants with MAF > than 0.01 in 1000 genomes  combined population 

Find co-located known variants: Enabled 

Gene symbol: Enabled 

gnomAD (exomes) allele frequencies: Enabled 

LoFtool(p): Enabled 

Phenotypes(p): Enabled 

PolyPhen: Prediction only 

Citations of co-located variants: Enabled 

Get regulatory region consequences: Yes 

Restrict results: Show one selected consequence per variant 

SIFT: Prediction only 

Transcript biotype: Enabled 

Transcript database to use: RefSeq transcripts 

Transcript support level: Enabled 

Transcript version: Enabled 

Upstream/Downstream distance (bp): 5000 
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Table A1. Variant features for the machine-learning model 

Type of Feature Name of Feature Source  

Gene/Protein information Protein family UniProt 

Associated ontologies UniProt 

Number of paralogues Ensembl 

Number of genes in the family Ensembl 

Sequence information Amino acid reference UniProt 

Amino acid variant UniProt 

Protein domain Uniprot 

Protein region Uniprot 

Protein motif Uniprot 

Distance from centromere Ensembl 

Distance from splice site Ensembl 

Isoforms include this position UniProt 

SIFT score Ensembl - VEP 

PolyPhen2 score Ensembl - VEP 

CADD score Ensembl - VEP 

phyloP score Ensembl - VEP 

LoFTool Ensembl - VEP 

Ada score Ensembl - VEP 

Conservation-associated activity score Segway 

Regulatory build Ensembl 

Variant consequence Ensembl - VEP 

Structural information Residue contacts Protein Contact Atlas 

Secondary structure PDB 

Binding site PDB 

Solvated area Protein Contact Atlas 

Betweenness centrality Protein Contact Atlas 

Closeness centrality Protein Contact Atlas 
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Degree centrality Protein Contact Atlas 

 

 

Table A2. Description of features used on the ML models training 

Feature Description 

Ada score Predicts the impact of splice variants with a 0 to 1 score, being the 1 the greater impact on splicing. 

RF score Predicts the impact of splice variants with a 0 to 1 score, being the 1 the greater impact on splicing. 

BLOSUM62 Evolutionary conservation score based on the alignment substitution matrix.  

CADD Variant toleration score based on the frequency of simulated variants vs. variants on species of recent 
evolutionary origin. The original version used a SVM model. 

Codon degeneracy Determines if the codon change affects the translated amino acid.  

DANN score Deep neural network that used the same features as CADD. 

Eigen Combines functional annotations from multiple sources to assess functional importance of a given 
variant.  

GERP Calculates the evolutionary constraint of a given position on the genome.  

H1 HESC fit con score Indicates the selective pressure of a certain genome position on the H1 cell line.  

HUVEC fit con score Indicates the selective pressure of a certain genome position on the Hu cell line.  

Integrated fit con score Indicates the selective pressure of a certain genome position on various cell lines. 

LoFTool Assesses the tolerance to the loss of the functionality of a given gene.  

LRT score Computes the conservation on a given position on the amino acid sequence comparing 32 vertebrate 
species.  

M-CAP score Combination of classifiers calibrated for high sensitivity.  

MetaLR Combination of classifiers. 

MetaSVM Combination of classifiers. 

REVEL Combination of classifiers. 

MutationAssessor Assesses  the functional impact of changes on the amino acid sequence.  

PolyPhen Assesses  the functional impact of changes on the amino acid sequence.  

SIFT Probability model of the tolerance to amino acid changes based on evolutionary conservation.  

MutPred Score Combination of classifiers for missense variants.  

AF Allele frequency on the 1000 human genomes global dataset.  

Consequence type Functional location of the variant  (gene or regulatory element) 
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Figure A1. Visualization of the undetected variants in IGV. a. Splice donor variant on patient               

30 (Chr12:g.6016088C>T). b. INDEL on patient 20 (Chr19:g.49864212dup). c. Missense variant           

on patient 21 (Chr20:g.63661291C>T). 

Supplementary Material: Please visit https://github.com/danielhmahecha/Sigen 
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